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We will invite our main Suppliers to a coffee talk, on 6 November
2014 (Thursday).
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The objective of this activity is:
•To create awareness about Green Purchasing
•To increase resource efficiency and reduce environmental impact
•To build a responsibly supply chain for the Eco industry
We hope that we can have a better cooperation with our suppliers
in the future.

Costume Competition
during Kenduri Hari Raya

Christmas and New Year Party
The Eco Welfare Committee is organising one Christmas and New
Year Party on 26 December 2014 at one of our Director’s house.

Eco Office Initiative Project supported by Ministry of Energy, Green
Technology & Water (KeTTHA)
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Tree Planting Activity 2014
The aim of this enewsletter is to communicate the environmental friendly initiatives taking place at Nets Printwork to our stakeholders. We are committed to supporting and promoting
sustainable products and services. At the same time, we would like to encourage all our stakeholders to become supporter or even advocators for sustainable development.
This is only the first step in transforming our core business area, we are expecting more sustainable partners for future projects.

The carbon footprint of this
newsletter is 1.48 kgCO2e

In His
Own Words
Congratulation to our colleague Ms. Teh Soo Tyng as her paper
“Beyond Green Office Guide” has been accepted by CARE
Innovation International Conference. This is her first attempt to
write. The paper introduce the definition of Eco Office as a
workplace that influences individual behaviours, attitudes and
habits through green purchasing, green operation, and green
engagement to allow employees work productively towards green
economy growth. The framework focus on four area i.e. Green
Purchasing, Green Operation, Green Engagement and Green
Growth is developed to provide the overall guideline to build an
Eco Office.

Corporate Social
Responsibilities

Eco Office
Initiative
Project

On the other hand, our CSR booth not only attracted the attention from
the customers who are interested on Eco and Go Green programme, but
also drew the attentions from the government and NGOs. The Eco Office
Initiative Project was launched by YB Datuk Harjeet Singh, Deputy Sec.
Gen of Malaysia Ministry of Energy, Green Technology & Water on 18
October 2014.

We have started to roll out the Eco Office Initiative Project (EOIP)
to test the implementation of the concept. The project aims to
help 100 organisations to turn green through the implementation
of Eco Office in two years time.

Mr. Teh Leong Sim
Group Managing Director
Nets Group of Companies

The project idea is well received and we have the honour to kick
start the initial promotional campaign at two major exhibitions
i.e. Eco Build 2014 at PWTC and IGEM 2014 at KLCC. The design
of the booth which is using carton boxes as the backdrop
managed to draw attention of the visitors.
We are still in the process of finalizing the technical committee
to review the assessment criteria for the Eco Office. Once the
assessment criteria is ready, it will be posted on line at the
project website i.e. www.ecooffice.my
We believe the EOIP can help different organisation to be more
sustainable. The more Eco office, the more Eco concept can be
spread out the community.
Together, we can change the office.
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The objectives of the project:
To help company to turn green
To conserve natural resources, reduce waste and energy
through responsible management
To establish a model for higher productivity in the workplace
To create a more enriched working experience
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Events

IGEM 2014

Events

Kenduri
Hari Raya

The Eco welfare committee had organised a celebration activity for
Hari Raya on 13 August 2014 (Wednesday) for the first time. The aim is
to strengthen the relationship between the employees.
We had a Malay traditional apparel competition. Employees were
divided into groups and they had to dress up one employee with the
given material within a given time frame. We hope this event could
educate employee to have a better understanding about the local
traditional culture.

Our company’s booth won the Eco Booth award in this IGEM
Exhibition, which was held on 16-19 October 2014 at KLCC.
We had two booths in IGEM 2014 to promote our business and Eco
Office Initiative Project. One of the booths was to promote our
company commercial products and service while another was to
promote the Eco Office Initiative Project (CSR Project). We had
introduced our latest series products of Eco stationeries, Eco gift and
Eco printing to the consumer. A lots of consumer walk into our
booths to seek for Eco products and services.

At the kenduri Hari Raya

Most of the non-Muslim are lacking of knowledge on wearing the
Malay traditional apparel so there are many innovative ways of
wearing it. However, after the demonstration from a Malay Colleague,
others also tried and able to wear it in the correct way. Everyone was
having an enjoyable evening.

The modals from different groups

Events
Tree Planting

Our company continued the tree planting efforts for the fifth time on
September 6 of this year. This time we worked with Environmental
Interpretive Center (EIC) of Malaysia Natural Society (MNS) to plant
Rhu Pantai at Sepang Goldcoast, Bagan Lalang.

Events
Lim Kok Weng
University
Student Visit

15 students of Lim Kok Weng University visited our company on 8
September 2014 (Monday). We introduced the eco printing business
nature and explain on the Eco concept that uphold by us.
The students were very active and they also asked a lot of questions on
how printing could go green. The students were impressed after we
have explained our Eco concept and show cased the products.
We hope to enhance the awareness of Eco concept in public especially,
in the young people because they will be the leading force of the Eco
development in the future.

This is the annual on-going tree planting event with the themed
“Growing the seeds of Hope” to create awareness toward public and to
inspire them to recognise the vital of ecosystem and responsibilities of
conservation the environment.

Eco Build
Group Photo

Exchanging Ideas

We had introduced Eco office initiative project at EcoBuild Southeast
Asia 2014 on 17-19 September, 2014 (Wednesday- Friday). It is a CSR
program to share our Eco office concept to the public, create
awareness on the society and companies.
This eco event was attended by more than 40 participants including
employees and their members. A total 30 units of 5 feet height coastal
tree of Casuarina spp. or known as Rhu Pantai, was planted on Bagan
Lalang. The participants have to work together from digging holes,
planting tree, building supports and
watering the coastal trees, this is an
indeed challenging as the trees was
taller and heavier than expected.

The event was reported at The Star
newspaper

The event ended with the joy and
sweat of participants. Each of
the participants was given a
participation certificate of tree
plantings to appreciate their hard
work.

The project emphasis on educating the companies and public on how to
be a part of green / Eco office. Hence, in the soft launching, we are
promoting the Eco Office and also recruiting more companies to join in
the project. We hope to gather expertise from different field to share
their knowledge on training green and create a platform for companies
to go green.

